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Multiple-Equation GMM 

A B S T R A C T  

This chapter is concerned about estimating more than one equation jointly by GMM. 
Having learned how to do the single-equation GMM, it is only a small step to get to 
a system of multiple equations, despite the seemingly complicated notation designed 
to keep tabs on individual equations. This is because the multiple-equation GMM 
estimator can be expressed as a single-equation GMM estimator by suitably specify- 
ing the matrices and vectors comprising the single-equation GMM formula. This 
being the case, we can develop large-sample theory of multiple-equation GMM 
almost off the shelf. 

The payoff from mastering multiple-equation GMM is considerable. Under con- 
ditional homoskedasticity, it reduces to the full-information instrumental variable 
efficient (FWE) estimator, which in turn reduces to three-stage least squares (3SLS) 
if the set of instrumental variables is common to all equations. If we further assume 
that all the regressors are predetermined, then 3SLS reduces to seemingly unrelated 
regressions (SUR), which in turn reduces to the multivariate regression when all the 
equations have the same regressors. 

We will also show that the multiple-equation system can be written as an equa- 
tion system with its coefficients constrained to be the same across equations. The 
GMM estimator for this system is again a special case of single-equation GMM. The 
GMM estimator when all the regressors are predetermined and errors are condition- 
ally homoskedastic is called the random-effects (RE) estimator. Therefore, SUR and 
RE are equivalent estimators. 

The application of this chapter is estimation of interrelated factor demands by 
SURIRE. A system of factor demand functions is derived from a cost function called 
the translog cost function, which is a generalization of the linear logarithmic cost 
function considered in Chapter 1. 

This chapter does not consider the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of 
multiple-equation models. The ML counterpart of 3SLS is full-information maxi- 
mum likelihood (FIML). For a full treatment of FIML, see Section 8.5. 

If the complexity of this chapter's notation stands in your way, just set M (the 
number of equations) to two. Doing so does not impair the generality of any of the 
results of this chapter. 
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4.1 The Multiple-Equation Model 

To be able to deal with more than one equation, we need to complicate the notation 
by introducing an additional subscript designating the equation. For example, the 
dependent variable of the m-th equation for observation i will be denoted yim. 

Linearity 
There are M linear equations, each of which is a linear equation like the one in 
Assumption 3.1 : 

Assumption 4.1 (linearity): There are M linear equations 

Yim = zimSm + Eim (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ;  i = l , 2 ,  . . . , n), (4.1.1) 

where n is the sample size, zim is the Lm-dimensional vector of regressors, 6, is 
the conformable coefficient vector, and &im is an unobservable en-or term in the 
m-th equation. 

The model will make no assumptions about the interequation (or contempora- 

neous) correlation between the errors (e i l ,  . . . , E ~ M ) .  Also, no a priori restric- 

tions are placed on the coefficients from different equations. That is, the model 

assumes no cross-equation restrictions on the coefficients. These points can be 

illustrated in 

Example 4.1 (wage equation): In the Griliches exercise of Chapter 3, we 

estimated the wage equation. In one specification, Griliches adds to it the 

equation for KWW (score on the "Knowledge of the World of Work test): 

where (to refresh your memory) LWi is the log wage of the i-th individual in 

the first year of the survey, Si is schooling in years, IQi is IQ, and EXPRi is 

experience in years. In this example, M = 2, L ,  = 4, L2 = 3, Yil = LWi7 
yi2 = m i ,  and 
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The errors E~~ and E~~ can be correlated. The correlation arises if, for exam- 
ple, there is an unobservable individual characteristic that affects both the 
wage rate and the test score. There are no cross-equation restrictions such as 

PI = 82. 

Cross-equation restrictions naturally arise in panel data models where the 
same relationship can be estimated for different points in time. 

Example 4.2 (wage equation for two years): The NLS-Y data we used for 
the Griliches exercise actually has information for 1980, so we can estimate 
two wage equations, one for the first point in time (say, 1969) and the other 
for 1980: 

In the language of multiple equations, S69i (education in 1969) and S80i 
(education in 1980) are two different variables. It would be natural to enter- 
tain the case where the coefficients remained unchanged over time, with 

41 = 42, = P2, y1 = y2, ITI = n2. This is a set of linear cross-equation 
restrictions. 

As will be shown in Section 4.3 below, testing (linear or nonlinear) cross-equation 
restrictions is straightforward. Estimation while imposing the restriction that the 
coefficients are the same across equations will be considered in Section 4.6. 

Stationarity and Ergodicity 

Let xi, be the vector of Km instruments for the m-th equation. Although not fre- 

quently the case in practice, the set of instruments can differ across equations, and 
so the number of instruments, Km, can depend on the equation. 

Example 4.1 (continued): Suppose that IQi is endogenous in both equations 
and that there is a variable, MEDi (mother's education), that is predetermined 
in the first equation (so E(MEDi E ~ ~ )  = 0). So the instruments for the LW 
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equation are (1, Si, EXPRi, MEDi). If these instruments are also orthogonal 
to ~ ~ 2 ,  then the KWW equation can be estimated with the same set of instru- 
ments as the LW equation. In this example, K1 = K2 = 4, and 

The multiple-equation version of Assumption 3.2 is 

Assumption 4.2 (ergodic stationarity): Let wi be unique and nonconstant ele- 
ments of (yil , . . . , y i ~ ,  zi 1 , . . . , Z ~ M ,  xi 1 , . . . , X~M). {wi} is jointly stationary and 
ergodic. 

This assumption is stronger than just assuming that ergodic stationarity is satisfied 
for each equation of the system. Even if {yim, zim , xi,} is stationary and ergodic 
for each individual equation m, it does not necessarily follow, strictly speaking, 
that the larger process {wi}, which is the union of individual processes, is Cjointly) 
stationary and ergodic (see Example 2.3 of Chapter 2 for an example of a vec- 
tor nonstationary process whose components are univariate stationary processes). 
In practice, the distinction is somewhat blurred because the equations often share 
common variables. 

Example 4.1 (continued): Because zil, zi2, xil, and xi2 for the example have 
some common elements, wi has only six elements: (LWi , KWW; , Sj , IQi,  
EXPRi, MEDi). The ergodic stationarity assumption for the first equation 
of this example is that {LWi, Si, IQi ,  EXPRi, MED;} is jointly stationary and 
ergodic. Assumption 4.2 requires that the joint process include KWW;. 

Orthogonality Conditions 
The orthogonality conditions for the M-equation system are just a collection of the 
orthogonality conditions for individual equations. 

Assumption 4.3 (orthogonality conditions): For each equation m ,  the K,  van- 
ables in xi, are predetermined. That is, the following orthogonality conditions are 
satisfied: 

E(xim . E~,) = 0 (m = 1,2 ,  . . . , M). 
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So there are Ern K ,  orthogonality conditions in total. If we define 

then all those orthogonality conditions can be written compactly as E(gi) = 0. 
Note that we are not assuming "cross" orthogonalities; for example, xi1 does not 
have to be orthogonal to ~ ~ 2 ,  although it is required to be orthogonal to ~ i , .  HOW- 
ever, if a variable is included in both xi1 and xi2, then the assumption does imply 
that the variable is orthogonal to both eil and E i 2 .  

Example 4.1 (continued): x, K,  in the current example is 8 (= 4 + 4)  
and gi is 

Because xil and xi2 have the same set of instruments, each instrument is 
orthogonal to both E i l  and E i 2 .  

Identification 

Having set up the orthogonality conditions for multiple equations, we can derive 
the identification condition in much the same way as in the single-equation case. 
The multiple-equation version of (3.3.1) is 

where wi is as in Assumption 4.2, and 6 without the subscript is a stacked vector 
of coefficients: 
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So the orthogonality conditions can be written as E[g(wi; 6)] = 0. The coefficient 
vector is identified if 6 = 6 is the only solution to the system of equations 

Using the definition (4 .13 ,  we can rewrite the left-hand side of this equation, 

E[g(wi; 8)1, as 

where 

(The third equality in (4.1.8) is obtained by formula (A.4) of Appendix A for mul- 
tiplication of partitioned matrices.) Therefore, the system of equations determining 
6 can be written as 

which is the same in form as (3.3.4), the system of equations determining 6 in the 
single-equation case! 
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It then follows from the discussion of identification for the single-equation case 

that a necessary and sufficient condition for identification is that C,, be of full 
column rank. But, since C,, is block diagonal, this condition is equivalent to 

Assumption 4.4 (rank condition for identification): For each m (= I , 2 ,  . . . , M), 
E(x;,z~,) (K, x L,) is o f  full column rank. 

It should be clear why the identification condition becomes thus. We can uniquely 

determine all coefficient vectors (S,, . . . . SM) if and only if each coefficient vector 
S,, is uniquely determined, which occurs if and only if Assumption 3.4 holds for 
each equation. The rank condition is this simple because there are no a priori 

cross-equation restrictions. Identification when the coefficients are assumed to be 

the same across equations will be covered in Section 4.6. 

The Assumption for Asymptotic Normality 

As in the single-equation estimation, the orthogonality conditions need to be 

strengthened for asymptotic normality: 

Assumption 4.5 (gi is a martingale difference sequence with finite second 
moments): {gi} is a joint martingale difference sequence. E(gig;) is nonsingular. 

The same comment that we made above about joint ergodic stationarity applies 

here: the assumption is stronger than requiring the same for each equation. As in 

the previous chapters, we use the symbol S for Avar(g), the asymptotic variance of 
g (i.e., the variance of the limiting distribution of f i g ) .  By the CLT for stationary 

and ergodic martingale difference sequences (see Section 2.2), it equals E(gig:). It 
has the following partitioned structure: 

That is, the (m, h )  block of S is E ( E ~ ~ E ~ ~ x ~ ~ x ~ ~ )  (111, h = 1. 2, . . . , M). 
In sum, the multiple-equation model is a system of equations where the assump- 

tions we made for the single-equation model apply to each equation, with the added 

requirement of jointness (such as joint stationarity) where applicable. 
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Connection to the "Complete" System of Simultaneous Equations 
The multiple-equation model presented in most other textbooks, called the "com- 
plete" system of simultaneous equations, adds more assumptions to our model. 
Those additional assumptions are not needed for the development of multiple- 
equation GMM, but if you are curious about them, you can at this junction make a 
detour to the first two subsections of Section 8.5. 

4.2 Multiple-Equation GMM Defined 

Derivation of the GMM estimator for multiple equations, too, can be carried out in 
much the same way as in the single-equation case. Let 6 be a hypothetical value of 

the true parameter vector 6 and define g, (8) by (3.4.1). The definition of the GMM 
estimator is the same as in (3.4.5), provided that the weighting matrix @ is now 
C, K,  x Em K,, . In the previous section, we were able to rewrite E[g(wi; 611 for 

multiple equations as a linear function of 6 (see (4.1.8)). We can do the same for 
the sample analogue g, (8): 
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where 

Again, this is the same in form as the expression for g,,(j) for the single-equation 
case. 

It follows that the results of Section 3.4 about the derivation of the GMM esti- 
mator are applicable to the multiple-equation case. In particular, just reproducing 
(3.4.8) and (3.4.1 I), 

multiple-equation GMM estimator: $ (9) = (s;,$?s,,)-'s:,$?s,, (4.2.3) 

its sampling error: $($?) - S = (s;,$?s,,)-IS;, $?g. (4.2.4) 

The features specific to the multiple-equation GMM formula are the following: 
(i) s,, is a stacked vector as in (4.2.2), (ii) S,, is a block diagonal matrix as in 
'(4.2.2), (iii) accordingly, the size of the weighting matrix $? is Em K, x Em K,, 
and (iv) g in (4.2.4), the sample mean of gi, is the stacked vector 

It will be necessary to rewrite the multiple-equation GMM formula (4.2.3) 
while explicitly taking account of those special features. If $?,h (K, x Kh) is the 
(m, h) block of $? (m, h = 1,2, . . . , M), then (4.2.3) can be written out in full as 
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To go from the second-to-last to the last line, use formulas (A.6) and (A.7) of 
the appendix on partitioned matrices. If you find the operation too much, just set 
M = 2. 
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- 

4.3 Large-Sample Theory 

Large-sample theory for the single-equation GMM was stated in Propositions 3.1- 
3.8. It is just a matter of mechanical substitution to translate it to the multiple- 
equation model. Provided that 6, x,,, S, gi ,  s,,, and s,, are as defined in the 
previous sections and that "Assumption 3.x" is replaced by "Assumption 4.x," 

Propositions 3.1, 3.3, and 3.5-3.8 are valid as stated for the multiple-equation 

model. Only a few comments about their interpretation are needed. 

(Hypothesis testing) In the present case of multiple equations, 6 is a stacked 

vector composed of coefficients from different equations. The import of Propo- 
sitions 3.3 and 3.8 about hypothesis testing for multiple equations is that we can 

test cross-equation restrictions. 

Example 4.2 (continued): For the two-equation system of wage equa- 

tions for two years, the stacked coefficient vector 6 is 

It would be interesting to test Ho: B1 = p2 and nl = n2, namely, that the 

schooling and experience premia remained stable over time. The hypoth- 
esis can be written as RS = r, where 

Nonlinear cross equation restrictions, too, can be tested; just use part (c) 

of Proposition 3.3 or Proposition 3.8. 

(Test of overidentifying restrictions) The number of orthogonality conditions 

is Ern K ,  and the number of coefficients is Ern L,. Accordingly, the degrees 
of freedom for the J statistic in Proposition 3.6 are Ern K ,  - Ern L,, and that 

for the C statistic in Proposition 3.7 is the total number of suspect instruments 

from different equations. 

Proposition 3.2 does not apply to multiple equations as is, but it is obvious how 
it can be adapted. 

Proposition 4.1 (consistent estimation ofcontemporaneous error cross-equation 
A A 

moments): Let 6, be a consistent estimator of 6, , and let i'im -- yim - z:,6, be 
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the implied residual for m = 1,2,  . . . , M .  Under Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, plus 
the assumption that E(z irnz ih)  exists and is finite for all m,  h (= 1,2,  . . . , M ) ,  

where 
1 

3mh = - Ciimiih and c m h  = E ( E ~ , E ~ ~ )  n i=l 

provided that E ( E ~ , E ~ ~ )  exists and is finite. 

The proof, very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2 and tedious, is left as an 
analytical exercise. 

This leaves Proposition 3.4 about consistently estimating S. The assumption 
corresponding to Assumption 3.6 (the finite fourth-moment assumption) is 

Assumption 4.6 (finite fourth moments): E[(ximk z ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ]  exists and is finite for 
all k (= 1,2,  . . . , K,), j (= 1,2,  . . . , Lh) ,  m ,  h (= 1,2,  . . . , M ) ,  where ximk is 
the k-th element of xi ,  and zih, is the j -th element of  z i h .  

The multiple-equation version of the formula (3.5.10) for consistently estimating 
S is 

for some consistent estimate iim of ~ i , .  

Proposition 4.2 (consistent estimation of S, the asymptotic variance of g): Let 
A A 

6 ,  be a consistent estimator of 6, ,  and let iim = yi, - z: ,6,  be the implied 
A 

residual for m = 1,2,  . . . , M .  Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.6, S given in 
(4.3.2) is consistent for S. 

We will not give a proof; the technique is very similar to the one used in the proof 
of Proposition 2.4. 
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Table 4.1: Multiple-Equation GMM in the Single-Equation Format 

Sample Analogue of - - 
Orthogonality Conditions: gn(6) = s,, - Sxz6 = 0 

GMM Estimator: i (G)  = ( s ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ) - ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Its Sampling Error: i ( G )  - 6 = (s&Gs,)-'s~,@~ 

Asymptotic Variance of 
Optimal GMM: ~var(i(S-l)) = (X;,S-~ zm)-l 

Its Estimator: ~var(i(S-l)) = (S&S-'SXz)-' 

J Statistic: J(~(S-') ,  Spl )  = n . gn (i(S-l))lS-lgn ($(Spl)) 

Single-Equation GMM 

applied to the Multiple-Equation GMM 

gi 

Estimator consistent 

under which 

assumptions? 

Size of W 

X xz 

Estimator asymptotic 

normal under which 

equation in question 

xi . ~i (4.1.4) 

K x K  

E(x~z:) 

d.f. of J I K - L  I E,(Km-Lm) 

Ern Km x E m  Km 

(4.1.9) 

I 
A 

S + p  S under 

which assumptions? I 
3.1, 3.2, 3.6, E(gig:) finite 4.1,4.2,4.6, E(gig:) finite 
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Since this g is consistent for S, the multiple-equation GMM estimator, using 
A 

S-' as the weighting matrix, $(g-'), is an efficient multiple-equation GMM esti- 
mator with minimum asymptotic variance. The formulas for the asymptotic vari- 
ance and its consistent estimator are (3.5.13) and (3.5.14), which are reproduced 
here for convenience: 

To recapitulate, the features specific to the multiple-equation GMM are: Xxz is a 
block diagonal matrix given by (4.1.9), S is given by (4.1.1 l),  sxy and Sxz by (4.2.2), 
and g by (4.3.2). For the initial estimator $, needed to calculate ti, and g ,  we can 
use the FIVE estimator (to be presented below) or the efficient single-equation 
GMM applied to each equation separately. Of course, as long as it is consistent, 
the choice of the initial estimator does not affect the asymptotic distribution of the 
efficient GMM estimator. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of this chapter so far. 

4.4 Single-Equation versus Multiple-Equation Estimation 

An obvious alternative to multiple-equation GMM, which estimates the stacked 
coefficient vector 6 ( E m  L, x 1) jointly, is to apply the single-equation GMM sep- 
arately to each equation and then stack the estimated coefficients. If the weighting 
matrix in the single-equation GMM for the m-th equation is G,, (K, x K,), the 
resulting equation-by-equation GMM estimator of the stacked coefficient vector 
6 can be written as the multiple-equation GMM estimator $ ( G )  given in (4.2.3), 
where the E K, x Ern K, weighting matrix fi is a block diagonal matrix whose 
m-th block is W,,: 

This is because both Sxz ( E m  K, x Ern L,) and G are block diagonal. (The 
reader should actually substitute the expressions (4.2.2) for Sxz and (4.4.1) for G 
into (4.2.3) to verify that S~,f iSXz and hence (~: ,f i~, ,)- '~~,fi  are block diagonal, 
using formulas (AS) and (A.9) of Appendix A. Set M = 2 if it makes it easier.) 
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Therefore, the difference between the multiple-equation GMM and the equation- 

by-equation GMM estimation of the stacked coefficient vector S lies in the choice 
of the Ern K t  x Ern K, weighting matrix 6'. Put differently, the equation-by- 
equation GMM is a particular multiple-equation GMM. 

When Are They "Equivalent"? 

As seen in Chapter 3, if the equation is just identified, the choice of the weighting 
matrix 6' does not matter because the GMM estimator, regardless of the choice 

of 6', numerically equals the IV estimator. The same is true for multiple-equation 
GMM: if each equation of the system is exactly identified so that L, = K, for 
all m, then S,, in the GMM formula (4.2.3) is a square matrix and the GMM 

estimator for any choice of 6' becomes the multiple-equation IV estimator S;,'sx, 

(and, since S,, is block diagonal, the estimator is just a collection of single-equation 

IV estimators). 
On the other hand, if at least one of the M equations is overidentified, the choice 

of 6' ( E m  K, x Ern K,) does affect the numerical value of the GMM estimator. 

Consider the efficient equation-by-equation GMM estimator of 6 (E, ,  L, x I),  
where each equation is estimated by the efficient single-equation GMM with an 

optimal choice of 6',,,, (m = 1,2,  . . . , M). Is it as efficient as the efficient 
multiple-equation GMM? The equation-by-equation estimator can be written as 
a(@), where the C, K, x Em K, block diagonal weighting matrix 6' satisfies 

( E ( E ~ ~ x ~ I X : ~  ))-I  

plim W = . (4.4.2) 
n+oo 

(E(E;MX~MXIM))-I 

Because this plim is not necessarily equal to S-' (unless (4.4.3) below holds), 
the estimator is generally less efficient than the efficient multiple-equation GMM 

estimator $(g-'), where g is a consistent estimator of S. But if the equations are 

"unrelatedi in the sense that 

E ( E ~ ~ E ~ ~ x ~ ~ x ~ ~ , )  = 0 for all m # h (= 1,2,  . . . , M), (4.4.3) 

then S becomes block diagonal and for the weighting matrix fi defined above 

plim6' = S-'. Since in this case 6' - g-' +, 0, we have (as we proved in 

Review Question 3 of Section 3.5) 

'under conditional homoskedasticity, this condition becomes the more familiar condition that E(E~,E~\,)  = 0. 
See the next section. 
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It then follows from Lemma 2.4(a) that the asymptotic distribution of i(@) is the 
same as that of $@-I) ,  so the efficient equation-by-equation GMM estimator is an 
efficient multiple-equation GMM estimator. 

We summarize the discussion so far as 

Proposition 4.3 (equivalence between single-equation and multiple-equation 
GMM): 

(a) If all equations are just identified, then the equation-by-equation GMM and 
the multiple-equation GMM are numerically the same and equal to the IV 
estimator. 

(b) If at least one equation is overidentified but the equations are "unrelated" in the 
sense of (4.4.3), then the efficient equation-by-equation GMM and the efficient 
multiple-equation GMM are asymptotically equivalent in that ,h times the 
difference converges to zero in probability. 

For those two cases, there is no efficiency gain from joint estimation. Furthermore, 
if it is known a priori that the equations are "unrelated," then the equation-by- 
equation estimation should be preferred, because exploiting the apriori knowledge 
by requiring the off-diagonal blocks of % to be zeros (which is what the equation- 
by-equation estimation entails) will most likely improve the finite-sample proper- 
ties of the estimator. 

Joint Estimation Can Be Hazardous 
Except for cases (a) and (b), joint estimation is asymptotically more efficient. Even 
if you are interested in estimating one particular equation (say, the LW equation 
in Example 4.1), you can generally gain asymptotic efficiency by combining it 
with some other equations (see, however, Analytical Exercise 10 for an example 
where joint estimation entails no efficiency gain even if the added equations are not 
unrelated). 

There are caveats, however. First of all, the small-sample properties of the 
coefficient estimates of the equation in question might be better without joint esti- 
mation. Second, the asymptotic result presumes that the model is correctly spec- 
ified, that is, all the model assumptions are satisfied. If the model is misspecified, 
neither the single-equation GMM nor the multiple-equation GMM is guaranteed 
even to be consistent. And chances of misspecification increase as you add equa- 
tions to the system. 
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To illustrate this second point, suppose Assumption 4.3 does not hold because, 

only for the M-th equation, the orthogonality conditions do not hold: E(xiM . 
l iM) # 0. This may come about if, for example, the equation omits a variable that 
should have been included as a regressor. To see that this leads to possible inconsis- 
tency for all equations, examine the formula (4.2.4) for the sampling error where g 
is given by (4.2.5). The M-th block of plim,,, g is not zero. Since plim S,, = X,, 
under ergodic stationarity and plim @ = W by assumption, the asymptotic bias is 

In efficient multiple-equation GMM, W - hence (TkzAWX,)-' Xk,W - are not 
generally block diagonal, so any element of plim,,, 6(@) - 6 can be different 
from zero. Even for the coefficients of the equations of interest involving no rnis- 
specification the asymptotic bias may not be zero. That is, in joint estimation, 
biases due to a local misspecification contaminate the rest of the system. This 
problem does not arise for the equation-by-equation GMM which constrains @ to 
be block diagonal. 

Q U E S T I O N  F O R  R E V I E W  - 

1. Express the equation-by-equation 2SLS estimator in the form (4.2.3) by suit- 
A - 

ably specifying W,,'s in (4.4.1). [Answer: W,, = (t  xy=, xi,xj,)-'.I 

4.5 Special Cases of Multiple-Equation GMM: FIVE, BSLS, and SUR 

Conditional Homoskedasticity 
Under conditional homoskedasticity, we can easily derive a number of prominent 
estimators as special cases of multiple-equation GMM. The multiple-equation ver- 
sion of conditional homoskedasticity is 

Assumption 4.7 (conditional homoskedasticity): 

forallm, h = 1 , 2 , .  . . , M. 
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Then the unconditional cross moment E(&irn&,h) equals a m h  by the Law of Total 
Expectations. You should have no trouble showing that 

(m, h) block of E(gig:) given in (4.1.1 1) 

= E ( E ~ ~ E ~ ~ x ~ ~ x : ~ )  

= E [ E ( E ~ ~  E~~ xirnxih ( xim , xih)] (by the Law of Total Expectations) 

= E [ E ( E ~ ~  cih I xim , xih )xim xih ] (by linearity of conditional expectations) 

= E[arnhxirn xih ] (by conditional homoskedasticity) 

= o m h  E(xirnxih) (by linearity of expectations). (4.5.1) 

Thus, the S in (4.1.11) can be written as 

Since by Assumption 4.5 S is finite, this decomposition implies that E(xirnxih) 
exists and is finite for all m, h (= 1, 2, . . . , M ) .  

Full-Information Instrumental Variables Efficient (FIVE) 

An estimator of S exploiting the structure of fourth moments shown in (4.5.2) is 

A 

where, for some consistent estimator 6, of 6, 

By Proposition 4.1, Zmh +p a r n h  provided (in addition to Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2) 
that E(zimzih) is finite. By ergodic stationarity, Ci ximxih converges in probabil- 
ity to E(xirnxih), which, as just noted, exists and is finite. Therefore, (4.5.3) is 
consistent for S, without the fourth-moment assumption (Assumption 4.6). 
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The FIVE estimator of 6, denoted i m ~ ,  is 

withg @ven by (4.5.3) to exploit conditional homoskedasti~it~.~ Being a multiple- 
equation GMM for some choice of E, it is consistent and asymptotically normal 
by (the multiple-equation adaptation of)  Proposition 3.1. Because g is consistent 
for S, the estimator is efficient by Proposition 3.5. Thus, we have proved 

Proposition 4.4 (large-sample properties of FIVE): Suppose Assumptions 4.1- 
4.5 and 4.7 hold. Suppose, furthermore, that E(zim zi, ) exists and is finite for all 
rn , h (= l , 2 ,  . . . , M) .3 Let S and IS be as in (4.5.2) and (4.5.3), respectively. Then 

(a) s +, S; 

(b) invE, defined as i (g- ' ), is consistent, asymptotically normal, and efficient, 
with ~ v a r ( & ~ )  given by (4.3.3); 

A 

(c) The estimated asymptotic variance given in (4.3.4) is consistent f o r A v ~ ( 6 ~ ~ ~ )  ; 

(d) (Sargan 's statistic) 

where g,, (.) is given in (4.2.1). 

Usually, the initial estimator im needed to calculate is the 2SLS estimator. 

Three-Stage Least Squares (3SLS) 
When the set of instruments is the same across equations, the FIVE formula can 
be simplified somewhat. The simplified formula is the 3SLS estimator, denoted 

i3s~s.4 TO this end, let 

2 ~ h e  estimator is due to Brundy and Jorgenson (1971). 
3 ~ h i s  assumption i s  needed for to be consistent. See Proposition 4.1. 
4 ~ h e  estimator is due to Zellner and Theil(1962). 
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Then the M x M matrix of cross moments of ~ i ,  denoted C, can be written as 

To estimate C consistently, we need an initial consistent estimator of 6 ,  for the 
purpose of calculating the residual iim. The term 3SLS comes from the fact that 
the 2SLS estimator of 6 ,  is used as the initial estimator. Given the residuals thus 
calculated, a natural estimator of C is 

which is a matrix whose (m, h )  element is the estimated cross moment given in 
(4.5.4). 

If xi (= xil = xi2 = . . . = x i M )  is the common set of instruments with dimen- 

sion K, then gi in (4.1.4), S in (4.5.2),  and in (4.5.3) can be written compactly 
using the Kronecker product5 as 

gi = Ei  8 X i  
( M K  XI) 

A 

so S-I = 2-I 8 (i x : = ,  xixi)- ' .  The Kronecker product decomposition (4.5.9) of 
S and the nonsingularity of S (by Assumption 4.5) imply that both C and E(xix:) 
are nonsingular. 

To achieve further rewriting of the 3SLS formulas, we need to go back to 
(4.2.6), which, with $? = S - ' ,  writes out in full the efficient multiple-equation 
GMM estimator. The formula (4.5.10) implies that the $? in (4.2.6) is such that 

5 ~ e e  formulas (A. 11) and (A. 15) of the Appendix if you are not familiar with the Kronecker product notation. 
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A A . (; kxiX;)-l, 
Wmh (= (m, h) block of W) = a (4.5.11) 

i= l  

where Zmh is the (m, h) element of 2-'. Substitute this into (4.2.6) to obtain 

where 

Similarly, substituting into (4.3.3) the expression for C,, in (4.1.9) and the expres- 
sion for S in (4.5.9) and using formula (A.6) of the Appendix, we obtain the 

A 

expressions for A ~ a r ( C 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ) :  

where 

Amh = E(zincx;) [E(X~X;)]-~ E ( X ~ Z : ~ ) ,  (4.5.16) 

and amh is the (m, h) element of C-I. This is consistently estimated by 1 

(This sample version can also be obtained directly by substituting (4.2.2) and 

(4.5.10) into (4.3.4)) 
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Most textbooks give expressions even prettier than these by using data matrices 
(such as the n x K matrix X). Deriving such expressions is an analytical exercise 
to this chapter. The preceding discussion can be summarized as 

Proposition 4.5 (large-sample properties of 3SLS): Suppose Assumptions 4.1- 
4.5 and 4.7 hold, and suppose xi, = xi (common set of  instruments). Suppose, 
furthermore, that E(zimzjh) exists and is finite for all m, h (= 1, 2, . . . , M). Let 5 
be the M x M matrix o f  estimated error cross moments calculated by (4.5.7) using 
the 2SLS residuals. Then 

(a) i3sLS given by (4.5.12) is consistent, asymptotically normal, and efficient, with 
~ v a r ( i ~ ~ ~ ~ )  given by (4.5.15). 

(b) The estimated asymptotic variance (4.5.17) is consistent for ~ v a r ( i ~ ~ ~ ~ ) .  

(c) (Sargan 's statistic) 

where S = 2 @I (! xi xixi), K is the number o f  common instruments, and 
g,, (.) is given in (4.2.1). 

Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) 

The 3SLS formula can further be simplified if 

xi = union of (zil, . . . , Z~M). 

This is equivalent to the condition that 

E(zim . ~ i h )  = 0 (m, h = 1,2, . . . , M). (4.5.18') 

That is, the predetermined regressors satisfy "cross" orthogonalities: not only are 
they predetermined in each equation (i.e., E(zim - E ~ ~ )  = O), but also they are 
predetermined in the other equations (i.e., E(zim . F ~ ~ )  = 0 for m # h). The 
simplified formula is called the SUR estimator, to be denoted isuR.6 

estimator is due to Zellner (1962). 
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Example 4.3 (Example 4.1 with different specification for instruments): 
If (4.5.18) holds for the two-equation system of Example 4.1, xi is the union 

of zil and zi2, SO 

The orthogonality conditions that E(x; . = 0 and E(xi . E ; ~ )  = 0 become 

E = 0 and E = 0, (4.5.20) 
IQ; Ei l  

EXPR; EXPRi E;2 

which should be contrasted with the statement that the regressors are prede- 
termined in each equation: 

The difference between (4.5.20) and (4.5.21) is that the KWW equation is 1 

overidentified with EXPR as the additional instrument. 

Because SUR is a special case of 3SLS, formulas (4.5.12), (4.5.15), and (4.5.17) 

for j3sLS apply to isuR. The implication of the SUR assumption (4.5.18) is that, in - A 

the above expressions for Amh , cmh, and Amh , xi "disappears": 

Here we give a proof of (4.5.16'). Without loss of generality, suppose zim is the 
first L, elements of the K elements of xi. Let D (K x L,) be the first Lm columns 
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of IK. Then we have 

Substituting these into (4.5.16) yields (4.5.16'). The proof of (4.5.13') and (4.5.14'), 
which are about the sample moments, proceeds similarly, with zim = D1xi. (You 
will be asked to provide an alternative proof by the use of the projection matrix in 
the problem set.) 

In 3SLS, the initial consistent estimator for calculating % was 2SLS. But, 2SLS 
when the regressors are a subset of the instrument set is OLS (as you showed for 
Review Question 7 of Section 3.8). So, for SUR, the initial estimator is the OLS 
estimator. The preceding discussion can be summarized as 

Proposition 4.6 (large-sample properties of SUR): Suppose Assumptions 4.1- 
4.5 and 4.7 hold with xi = union o f  (zil, . . . , z~M) .  Let % be the M x M matrix o f  
estimated error cross moments calculated by (4.5.7) using the OLS residuals. Then 

(a) i s U R  given by (4.5.12) with imll and emh given by (4.5.13') and (4.5.14') 
for m ,  h = 1, . . . , M is consistent, asymptotically normal, and efficient, with 

~ v a r ( & ~ )  given by (4.5.15) where A,/, is given by (4.5.16'). 

(b) The estimated asymptotic variance (4.5.17) where xmh is given by (4.5.13') is 
consistent for ~ v a r ( & ~ ) .  

(c) (Sargan 's statistic) 

where = % D ( f xi xi xi), K is the number o f  common instruments. and 
gn (.) is given in (4.2.1). 

(Unlike in Proposition 4.5, the condition that E(zi,zih) be finite is not needed 
because, thanks to (4.5.18), it is implied by the condition that E(xixi) be nonsingu- 
lar, which in turn is implied by the nonsingularity of S [from Assumption 4.51 and 
the fact that S can be written as 1 8 E(xix:).) Sargan's statistic for SUR is rarely 

reported in practice. 

SUR versus OLS 
Since the regressors are predetermined, the system can also be estimated by the 
equation-by-equation OLS. Then why SUR over OLS? As just seen, under condi- 
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tional homoskedasticity, the efficient multiple-equation GMM is FIVE, which in 
turn is numerically equal to SUR under (4.5.18). As shown in Chapter 3, under 
conditional homoskedasticity, the efficient single-equation GMM is 2SLS, which 
in turn is numerically equal to OLS because the regressors are predetermined under 
(4.5.18). This interrelationship is shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore, the relation 
between SUR and equation-by-equation OLS is strictly analogous to the relation 
between the multiple-equation GMM and the equation-by-equation GMM. As dis- 
cussed in Section 4.4. there are two cases to consider. 

(a) Each equation is just identified. Because the common instrument set is the 
union of all the regressors, this is possible only if the regressors are the same 
for all equations, i.e., if zim = xi for all m. The SUR for this case is called 
the multivariate regression. We observed in Section 4.4 that both the efficient 
multiple-equation GMM and the efficient single-equation GMM are numer- 
ically the same as the IV estimator for the just identified system. Because 
the regressors are predetermined, we conclude that the GMM estimator of the 
multivariate regression model is simply equation-by-equation OLS.~  This can 
be verified directly by substituting (4.5.13') and (4.5.14') on page 280 (with 
zim = xi) into the expression for the point estimate (4.5.12). Also substitut- 
ing (4.5.16') and (4.5.13') (again with zim = xi) into (4.5.15) and (4.5.17), we 
obtain, for multivariate regression, 

(b) At least one equation is overidentified. Then SUR is more efficient than 
equation-by-equation OLS, unless equations are "unrelated" to each other in 

the sense of (4.4.3). In the present case of conditional homoskedasticity and 
the common set of instruments, (4.4.3) becomes 

crmhE(xix:) = O  forallm # h. 

Since E(xix:) cannot be a zero matrix (it is assumed to be nonsingular), equa- 
tions are "unrelated to each other if and only if crmh = 0. Therefore, SUR 
is more efficient than OLS if crmh # 0 for some pair (m, h). If crmh = 0 for 
all (m, h), the two estimators are asymptotically equivalent (i.e., f i  times the 
difference vanishes). 

7 ~ t  will be shown in Chapter 8 that the estimator is also the maximum likelihood estimator. 
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efficient equation-by-equation GMM efficient multiple-equation GMM r1 
conditional homoskedasticity + u- II 

equation-by-equation 2SLS 

SUR assumption (4.5.18), 
i.e., endogenous regressors + 

satisfy "cross" orthogonalities 
II 

equation-by-equation OLS I E r l  
Figure 4.1 : OLS and GMM 

Another way to see the efficiency of SUR is to view the SUR model as 
a multivariate regression model with a priori exclusion restrictions. As an 
example, expand the two-equation system of Example 4.3 as 

The common instrument set is (1, Si, IQi, EXPRi). Then this two-equation sys- 
tem is a multivariate regression model with the same regressors in both equa- 
tions. But if n2 is apriori restricted to be 0 and thus EXPRi is excluded from the 
second equation, then the model becomes the SUR model. The SUR estimator 
is more efficient than the multivariate regression because it exploits exclusion 
restrictions. 

The relationship among the estimators considered in this section is summa- 
rized in Table 4.2. 

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E V I E W  

1. (FIVE without conditional homoskedasticity) Without conditional homoske- 

dasticity, is the in (4.5.3) consistent for S in (4.1.1 I)? [Answer: No. Why?] 
Under conditional homoskedasticity, is (4.3.2) consistent for (4.5.2)? [Answer: 

Yes. Why?] 

2. (FIVE without conditional homoskedasticity) Without conditional homoske- 
dasticity, is FIVE consistent and asymptotically normal? Efficient? Hint: The 

FIVE estimator is a multiple-equation GMM estimator (4.2.3) for some @. Does 

the @ satisfy the efficiency condition that plim @ = S-'? 
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Table 4.2: Relationship between Multiple-Equation Estimators 

Multivariate 
regression 

Assumptions 4.1-4.5, 
Assumption 4.7 

xi, = xi for all m 
Zim = xi for all m 

irrelevant 

irrelevant 

equation-by-equation 
OLS 

OLS formula 

OLS formula 

The model 

S (E Avar(g)) 

$ 

4.1-4.5, 

(4.3.3) (4.3.3) 

(4.3.4) (4.3.4) 

Multiple- 

equation GMM 

Assumptions 
4.1-4.6 

(4.1.11) 

(4.3.2) 

Assumption 4.7 
E(zirnzih) finite 

xi, = xi for all m 

C 8 E(x~x:) 
A 

C 8 (n-I C ~ X ~ X ; )  
A 

C from 2SLS residuals 

(4.5.12) 
with (4.5.13), (4.5.14) 

(4.5.15) 
with (4.5.16) 

(4.5.17) 
with (4.5.13) 

FIVE 

Assumptions 4.1-4.5, 
Assumption 4.7 
E(Z~,Z;~) finite 

(4.5.2) 

(4.5.3) 

Assumption 4.7 
xi, = xi for all m 

xi = union of zil , . . . , Z ~ M  

C 8 E(x~x:) 
A 

C 8 (n-'Cixix:) 
A 

C from OLS residuals 

(4.5.12) 
with (4.5.13'), (4.5.14') 

(4.5.15) 
with (4.5.16') 

(4.5.17) 
with (4.5.13') 
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3. (When FIVE and eq-by-eq 2SLS are numerically the same) Suppose each 
equation is just identified. Are the equation-by-equation 2SLS and FIVE esti- 
mators asymptotically equivalent (in that f i  times the difference vanishes)? 
Numerically the same? Hint: Both FlVE and 2SLS reduce to IV. 

4. (When are FIVE and eq-by-eq 2SLS asymptotically equivalent) When the 
errors are orthogonal to each other (so umh = 0 for m # h), the FIVE and 
equation-by-equation 2SLS estimators are asymptotically equivalent (in that 
f i  times the difference vanishes). Prove this. Hint: Superimpose conditional 

hornoskedasticity on Proposition 4.3(b). Under conditional homoskedasticity, 

the efficient multiple-equation GMM reduces to the FlVE and the efficient single- 

equation GMM reduces to the equation-by-equation 2SLS. Also under condi- 

tional hornoskedasticity, the equations are "unrelated" in the sense of (4.4.3) if 

urn,, = 0. 

5. (Conditional hornoskedasticity under SUR assumptions) Verify that, under 
the SUR assumption (4.5.18), Assumption 4.7 becomes 

E ( E ~ ~  ~ i h  I Zil, . . . , ziM) = umh for all m ,  h = 1, 2, . . . , M. 

6. In Example 4.3, what happens to the SUR estimator when xi includes MEDi 
also? Hint: xi still "disappears" from (4.5.1 3), (4.5.14), and (4.5.1 6). To 
Sargan's statistic? 

7. (Identification in SUR) In Proposition 4.6, the identification condition 
(Assumption 4.4) is actually not needed because it is implied by the other 
assumptions. Verify that Assumptions 4.5 and 4.7 imply Assumption 4.4. Hint: 
By Assumption 4.5 and the Kronecker decomposition (4.5.9) of S, E(xixi) is 

nonsingular. zim is a subset of xi. 

8. (SUR without conditional homoskedasticity) 

(a) Without conditional homoskedasticity, is SUR consistent and asymptot- 
ically normal? Efficient? Hint: The SUFI estimator is still a multiple- 

equation GMM estimator, so Proposition 3.1 applies. 

(b) Without conditional homoskedasticity, does SUR still reduce to the 
multivariate regression when the system is just identified in that each equa- 
tion is just identified (so zim = xi)? [Answer: Yes.] 

9. (Role of "cross" orthogonalities) Suppose, instead of (4.5.18') on page 279, 
the orthogonality conditions are that E(zim . cim) = 0 for m = 1,2 ,  . . . , M. Is 
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SUR consistent? [Answer: Not necessarily.] Derive the efficient multiple- 
equation GMM estimator under conditional homoskedasticity. [Answer: It 
is OLS.] 

10. Verify that Sargan's statistic for the multivariate regression model is zero. 

4.6 Common Coefficients 

In many applications, particularly in panel data contexts, you deal with a special 
case of the multiple-equation model where the number of regressors is the same 
across equations with the same coefficients. Such a model is a special case of the 
multiple-equation model of Section 4.1. This section shows how to apply GMM 
to multiple equations while imposing the common coefficient restriction. It will be 
shown at the end that the seemingly restrictive model actually includes as a special 
case the multiple-equation model without the common coefficient restriction. 

The Model with Common Coefficients 

With common coefficients, the multiple-equation system becomes 

Assumption 4.1' (linearity): There are M linear equations to be estimated: 

where n is the sample size, zim is an L-dimensional vector of regressors, 6 is an 
L -dimensional coefficient vector common to all equations, and &im is an unobserv- 
able error term of  the m -th equation. 

Of the other assumptions of the multiple-equation model, Assumptions 4.2- 4.6, 
only Assumption 4.4 (identification) needs to be modified to reflect the common 
coefficient restriction. The multiple-equation version of g(wi; 8) is now 

so that E[g(wi; 811 becomes 
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where 

So the implication of common coefficients is that Xxz is now a stacked, not a block 
diagonal, matrix. With this change, the system of equations determining 8 is again 
(4.1. lo), so the identification condition is 

Assumption 4.4' (identification with common coefficients): The EL, Km x L 
matrix Xx, defined in (4.6.4) is of full column rank. 

This condition is weaker than Assumption 4.4, which requires that each equation 
of the system be identified. Indeed, a sufficient condition for identification is that 
E(ximzjm) be of full column rank for some m.8 This is thanks to the apriori restric- 
tion that the coefficients are the same across equations. It is possible that the system 
is identified even if none of the equations are identified individually. 

The GMM Estimator 
It is left to you to verify that g, (S) can be written as sxy - s,,S with 

8Proof: If E(xirnz~,) is of full column rank, its rank is L. Since the rank of a matrix is also equal to the 
number of linearly independent rows, E(ximzim) has L linearly independent rows. Thus, Ex, has at least L 
linearly independent rows. 
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so that the GMM estimator with a Em Km x Em Km weighting matrix % is (4.2.3) 
with the sampling error given by (4.2.4). Provided that Ex, and S,, are as just rede- 
fined and 6 is interpreted as the common coefficient, large-sample theory for the 
multiple-equation model with common coefficients is the same as that with sepa- 
rate coefficients developed in Section 4.3, with Assumption 4. l' replacing Assump- 
tion 4.1, Assumption 4.4' replacing Assumption 4.4, and the residual ti redefined 

A A 

to be yim -zim6 (not yim -zImJm) for some consistent estimate of the L-dimensional 
common coefficient vector 6. 

In order to relate this GMM estimator to popular estimators in the literature, it 
is necessary to write out the GMM formula in full. Substituting (4.6.5) into (4.2.3), 
we obtain 

M M  [ { ( 2 i m  ) h ( 2 x i  i h )  ] (4.6.6) 
m=l h=l i=l i=l  

A 

where Wmh is the (m, h)  block of G. (For the second equality, use formula (A.8) 
of Appendix A.) The efficient GMM estimator obtains if the %' in this expression 

is replaced by the inverse of defined in (4.3.2). 

Imposing Conditional Homoskedasticity 
The efficient GMM estimator obtains when we set in (4.6.6) G = g-' whereg is a 
consistent estimator of S. As before, we can impose conditional homoskedasticity 
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to reduce the efficient GMM estimator to popular estimators. The FIVE estimator 
obtains if g is given by (4.5.3). 

If we further assume that the set of instruments is the same across equations, 
then, as before, this g has the Kronecker product structure 

so that Emh in (4.6.6) is given by (4.5.11), resulting in what should be called the 
3SLS estimator with common coefficients: 

where C?mh is the (m, h )  element of %-I .  If, in addition, the SUR condition 
(4.5.18) is assumed, then the "disappearance of x" occurs in (4.6.7) and the efficient 
GMM estimator becomes what is called (for historical reasons) the random-effects 
estimator: 

Its asymptotic variance is 

(To derive this, go back to the general formula (4.3.3) for the Avar of efficient 
GMM. Set X,, as in (4.6.4), S = X €3 E(xixi), use formula (A.8) of Appendix A 
to calculate the matrix product, and observe the "disappearance of x" that (4.5.16) 
becomes (4.5.16') on page 280 under the SUR assumption (4.5.18).) It is consis- 
tently estimated by 
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We summarize the result about the random-effects estimator as 

Proposition 4.7 (large-sample properties of the random-effects estimator): 
Suppose Assumptions 4.1 ', 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 ', 4.5, and 4.7 hold with xi = union of 
(zil, . . . , ziM). Let X be the M x M matrix whose (m, h )  element is E(cim cih), 
and let 2 be a consistent estimate of X. Then 

(a) i ~ ~ ,  given by (4.6.8) is consistent, asymptotically normal, and efficient, with 
Avar(iRE) given by (4.6.9). 

(6) The estimated asymptotic variance (4.6.10) is consistent for Avar(iRE). 

(c) (Sargan 's statistic) 

where S = 2 8 (i C xixi), K is the number of common instruments, and 
g,,(8) = s,, - s,,& with s,, and S,, given by (4.6.5). 

Below we will rewrite the formulas (4.6.8)-(4.6.10) in more elegant forms. 

Pooled OLS 
For the SUR of the previous section, we obtained % from the residuals from the 
equation-by-equation OLS. The consistency is all that is required for 2, so the 
same procedure for 5 works here just as well, but the finite sample distribution of 
 RE might be improved if we exploit the a priori restriction that the coefficients be 
the same across equations in the estimation of 2. So consider setting % to 

rather than 

in the first-step GMM estimation for the purpose of obtaining an initial consistent 
estimate of 6. The estimator is (4.6.8) with emh = 1 for m = h and 0 for m # h,  
which can be written as 
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which is simply the OLS estimator on the sample of size Mn where observations 
are pooled across equations. For this reason, the estimator is called the pooled 
OLS estimator. The expression suggests that the orthogonality conditions that are 
being exploited are 

which does not involve the "cross" orthogonalities E(zim . & i h )  = 0 (m # h ) .  It is 
left as an analytical exercise to show that the pooled OLS is the GMM estimator 
exploiting (4.6.12).  

Because it is so easy to calculate, pooled OLS is a popular option for those 
researchers who do not want to program estimators. The estimator is also robust 
to the failure of the "cross" orthogonalities. But it is important to keep in mind 
that the standard errors printed out by the OLS package, which do not take into 
account the interequation cross moments (amh), are biased. For the pooled OLS 
estimator, which is a GMM estimator with a nonoptimal choice of @, the correct 
formula for the asymptotic variance is (3.5.1) of Proposition 3.1. Setting W = 

IM €3 [E(x ix : ) ] - ' ,  S = X €3 E(x;xi) ,  X,, as in (4.6.4),  and again observing the 
disappearance of x, we obtain 

which is consistently estimated by 

Since the pooled OLS estimator is consistent, the associated residual can be used to 
calculate emh (m, h = 1 ,  . . . , M )  in this expression. The correct standard errors of 
pooled OLS are the square roots of ( l l n  times) the diagonal element of this matrix. 
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Beautifying the Formulas 

These formulas for the random-effects and pooled OLS estimators are quite straight- 
forward to derive but look complicated, with double and triple summations. They 
can, however, be beautified-and at the same time more useful for program- 
ming - if we introduce some new matrix notation. Let 

so that the M-equation system with common coefficients in Assumption 4.1' can 
be written compactly as 

y i = Z i 6 + . s i  ( i = 1 , 2  ,..., n). (4.6.1') 

The beautification of the complicated formulas utilizes the following algebraic 
results: 

for any M x M matrix C = (cmh). NOW take the triple summation in (4.6.8) 

I 

= - C (r bmh . zi, . yih) (by changing order of summations) 
i=l m=l h=l 

1 
- C zl%-lyi (by (4.6.16b) with C = %-I). 
n 

Similarly, by (4.6.16b) with C = %-l, the other triple summation in (4.6.8) be- 

comes 
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The double and triple summations in (4.6.9) and (4.6.10) can be written similarly. 
We have thus rewritten the random-effects formulas as 

Using (4.6.16a), the pooled OLS formulas can be written as 

These formulas are not just pretty; as will be seen in the next section, they will be 
useful for handling certain classes of panel data (called unbalanced panel data). 

The Restriction That Isn't 

Although it appears that the model of this section, with the common coefficient 
assumption, is a special case of the model of Section 4.1, the latter can be cast in 
the format of the model of this section with a proper redefinition of regressors. For 
example, consider Example 4.1. Instead of defining zil and zi2 as in (4.1.2), define 
them as 

Then the two-equation system fits the format of Assumption 4.1'. (See Review 
Question 5 below for a demonstration of the same point more generally.) 

with 8 = 

- 
41 
81 
Y1 

n 

42 
8 2  
Y2 - 

. 
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Furthermore, a system in which only a subset of variables have common coeffi- 

cients can be written in the form of Assumption 4.1'. Consider Example 4.2. 

Suppose we wish to assume a priori that the coefficients of schooling, IQ, and 

experience remain constant over time (so ,bl = ,b2 = ,b, y1 = y2 = y ,  n l  = n2 = 

n )  but the intercept does not. The translation is accomplished by setting 

Therefore, the common coefficient restriction is not restrictive. We could have 

derived the GMM estimator for the model of Section 4.1 as a special case of the 

GMM estimator with the common coefficient restriction. But the model without 

the restriction is perhaps an easier introduction to multiple equations. 

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E V I E W  

1. (Identification with common coefficients) Let zimj be the j-th element of zi,. 

That is, zimj is the j-th regressor in the m-th equation. Assume that z;,l = 1 for 
all i ,  m. Which of the assumptions made for the model is violated if zim2 = 1 
for all i ,  m? Hint: Look at the rank condition. Would your answer change if 

zim2 = m for all i ,  m? Hint: It should. 

2. (Importance of "cross" orthogonalities) Suppose E(zim . E ; ~ )  = 0 for m = h 
but not necessarily for m # h. Would the random-effects estimator be consis- 

tent? Hint: The sampling error of the random-effects estimator is 

3. (Inefficiency of pooled OLS) Derive the efficient GMM estimator of 8 that 

exploits E(zim . &im) = 0 for all m. Is it the same as the pooled OLS? [Answer: 

No.] Is it the same as the random-effects estimator? [Answer: No.] 

4. (C,,, sXy, S,, with common instruments in Kronecker products) Suppose the 

instruments are the same across equations: xi, = xi. Show that C,, in (4.6.4) 
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can be written as E(Zi @xi),  where Zi is the M x L matrix defined in (4.6.15). 
1 Also, s,, = A Cy='=, yi @ xi, SxZ = , C:=, Zi @ xi. Hint: xiz:,, = z:,, @ xi. 

5. (The restriction that isn't) To avoid possible confusion arising from the fact 
that the zim in Section 4.1 and the zim in this section are different, write the 
M-equation system in (4.1.1) as 

Yim = -k &im (m = 1,2 ,  . . . , M ;  i = 1, 2, . . . , n ) ,  (1) 

where z;,,, and S:, are Lm-dimensional. 

(a) (Assumption 4.1 as a special case of Assumption 4.1') Verify that (1) can 
be written as (4.6.1) if we define 

(b) (Assumption 4.4 as a special case of Assumption 4.4') Verify that, when 
zi, is defined as in (2) with zTm interpreted as the zi, of Section 4.1, 
Assumption 4.4' becomes Assumption 4.4. 

Zim - - 
M (Em=] L m  xl) 

(c) (GMM formula) Under the same interpretation, verify that Sxz of (4.6.5) 
becomes a block diagonal matrix whose m-th block is Ci ximz;A, so that 
(4.6.6) becomes (4.2.6) if the zim in (4.2.6) is understood to mean zTm. 

6. (Identification in the RE model) Assumption 4.4' in Proposition 4.7 is actu- 
ally unnecessary. Verify that Assumptions 4.5 and 4.7 imply Assumption 4.4'. 
Hint: If E(xix:) is nonsingular, then Assumption 4.4 holds, a s  shown in Review 
Question 7 to Section 4.5. Assumption 4.4' is weaker than Assumption 4.4. 

- - 
0 

0 

z;,,, 
0 

0 - - 

7. (Only for those who have become familiar with Kronecker products) 

] L1 rows 

] Lm-l rows 
] L,, rows and 6 = 

M 

Lnt+~rows ( E m = ,  L m  X 1) 
. (2) 

6; 

} LM rows 

(a) Show that E(z:x-'z~) in (4.6.9') on page 293 for the random-effects esti- 
mator is nonsingular if the assumptions of Proposition 4.7 hold. Hint: 
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(xi can reappear, since xi includes zi, and zih) 

Ex, is of full column rank by Assumption 4.4' 

(b) Show that E(ZiZi) in (4.6.13') on page 293 for pooled OLS is invertible. 
Hint: Replace X-'  by I. 

4.7 Application: Interrelated Factor Demands 

The translog cost function is a generalization of the Cobb-Douglas (log-linear) 
cost function introduced in Section 1.7. An attractive feature of the translog specifi- 
cation is that the cost-minimizing input demand equations, if transformed into cost 
share equations, are linear in the logs of output and factor prices, with the coeffi- 
cients inheriting (a subset of)  the cost function parameters characterizing the tech- 
nology. Those technology parameters can be estimated from a system of equations 
for cost shares. Early applications of this idea include Berndt and Wood (1975) 
and Chnstensen and Greene (1976). This section reviews their basic methodology. 
The methodology is also applicable in the analysis of consumer demand. 

To better focus on the issue at hand and to follow the practice of those original 
studies, we will proceed under the assumption of conditional homoskedasticity. 
Also, we will assume that the regressors in the system of share equations, which are 
log factor prices and log output, are predetermined. As we argued in Section 1.7, 
this assumption is not unreasonable for the U.S. electric power industry before the 
recent deregulation. Consequently, the appropriate multiple-equation estimation 
technique is the multivariate regression. 

The Translog Cost Function 
We have already made a partial transition from the log-linear to translog cost func- 
tion: in the empirical exercise of Chapter 1, we entertained the idea of adding the 
square of log output to the log-linear cost function (see Model 4). If this idea is 
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extended to the quadratic and cross terms in the logs of all the arguments, the log- 

linear cost function with three inputs (1.7.4) becomes the translog cost function: 

Here, and as in the rest of this section, the observation subscript "i" is dropped. In 
this expression, the term 

is a quadratic form representing the second-order effect of factor prices. We can 

assume, without loss of generality, that the 3 x 3 matrix of quadratic form coeffi- 
cients, (yjk), is 

In the case of log-linear cost function examined in Section 1.7, the degree of 
returns to scale can be calculated as the reciprocal of the elasticity of costs with 

I respect to output. If this definition is applied to the translog cost function, we have 

1 
returns to scale = - 

a log(C)lalog(Q) 

Factor Shares 
The link between the cost function parameters and factor demands is given by 
Shephard's Lemma from microeconomics. Let xi be the cost-minimizing demand 

3 for factor input j given factor prices (p l  , pz, p3) and output Q. So x i = ,  pixj = C. 

The lemma states that 

' ~ e t  x be an n-dimensional vector. The associated quadratic form is x'Ax. Since x'Ax = xlA'x, we have 
xlAx = xf[(A + Af)/2]x. So if A is not symmetric, it can be replaced by the symmetric matrix (A + Af)/2 
without changing the value of the quadratic form. 
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(4.7.4) 

Noting that 

the lemma can also be written as stating that the logarithmic partial derivative of 
the cost function equals the factor share, namely, 

For the case of translog cost function given in (4.7.1), the log partial derivative 
is easy to calculate: 

Combining this with (4.7.5) and defining the cost shares sj = pjxj/C, we obtain 
the following system of cost share equations associated with the translog cost 
function: 

This system of share equations is subject to the cross-equation restrictions that the 
coefficient of log(pk) in the sj equation equals the coefficient of log(pj) in the sk 
equation for j # k. In the rest of this section, these cross-equation restrictions will 
be called the symmetry restrictions, although they are not a consequence of the 
symmetry assumption (4.7.2). Those cross-equation restrictions are a consequence 
of calculus: you should verify that, if you did not assume symmetry, the coefficient 
of log(p2) in the sl equation, for example, would be (y12 + y2,)/2, which would 
equal the log(pl) coefficient in the sz equation. 

Substitution Elasticities 

In the production function literature, a great deal of attention has been paid to 
estimating the elasticities of substitution (more precisely, the Hicks-Allen partial 
elasticities of substitution) between various inputs.'' As shown in Uzawa (1962), 

'Osee Section 9.2 of Berndt (1991) for a historical overview. 
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the substitution elasticity between inputs j and k, denoted q j k ,  is related to the cost 

function C by the formula 

For the translog cost function, some routine calculus and Shephard's lemma 

show that 

yjk + S j S k  for j # k 
S j  Sk 

V j k  = 
yjj + s j2  - s j  

for j = k, 
sj2 

where sj is the cost share of input j. In the special case of the log-linear cost 
function where yjk = 0 for all j, k, we have q , k  = 1 for j # k, verifying that 

the substitution elasticities are unity between any two factor inputs for the Cobb- 
Douglas technology. 

Properties of Cost Functions 

As is well known in microeconomics (see, e.g., Varian, 1992, Chapter 5), cost 
functions have the following properties. 

I 

1 1. (Homogeneity) Homogeneous of degree one in factor prices. 

2. (Monotonicity) Nondecreasing in factor prices, which requires that 8 C / a p j  2 
0 for all j. 

~ 3. (Concavity) Concave in factor prices, which requires that the Hessian (the 

matrix of second-order derivatives) of a cost function C, say 

be negative semidefinite. By (4.7.8), concavity is satisfied if and only if the 

matrix of substitution elasticities, ( q j k ) ,  is negative semidefinite." 

For the case of translog cost function, these properties take the following form. 

"Let H be the Hessian of the cost function C and V be a diagonal matrix whose j-th diagonal is aC/apj. Then 

the matrix of substitution elasticities, (qjk), given in (4.7.8) can be written compactly as: (qjk) = C .V-'HV-' .  
Since V is a diagonal matrix, v-'Hv-' is negative semidefinite if and only if H is. 
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1 .  Homogeneity: It is easy to verify (see a review question) that, with the symme- 
try restrictions imposed on (yjk), the homogeneity condition can be expressed 
as 

Homogeneity will be imposed in our estimation of the share equations. 

2. Monotonicity: Given Shephard's lemma, monotonicity is equivalent to requir- 
ing that the right-hand sides of the share equations (4.7.7) be nonnegative for 
any combinations of factor prices and output. For any values of coefficients, 
we can always choose factor prices and output so that this condition is vio- 
lated. Accordingly, we cannot impose monotonicity on the share equations. It 
is possible, however, to check whether monotonicity is satisfied for the "rele- 
vant range," that is, if it is satisfied for all the combinations of factor prices and 
output found in the data at hand; we will do this for the estimated parameters 
below. 

3.  Concavity: Concavity requires that the matrix of substitution elasticities given 
by (4.7.9) be negative semidefinite for any combinations of cost shares. It is 
possible to show that a necessary and sufficient condition for concavity is that 
the 3 x 3 matrix (yjk) be negative semidefinite.I2 In particular, the diagonal 

elements, (yl y22, have to be nonpositive. The condition that the matrix 
(yjk) be negative semidefinite is a set of inequality conditions on its elements. 
Estimation while imposing inequality conditions is feasible (see Jorgenson, 
1986, Section 2.4.5, for the required technique), but it will not be pursued here. 

Stochastic Specifications 
The translog cost function given in (4.7.1) has an (additive) error term, E ,  while 
the share equations derived from it have none. On our data, the share equations do 

12F'roof: Let s here be a 3 x 1 vector whose j-th element is s, and S here be a diagonal matrix whose j-th 
element is s,. Then the matrix of substitution elasticities given in (4.7.9) can be written as (q,k) = SP1 [(yjk) + 
ss' - S]S-I. For some combination of cost shares, ss' - S is zero (for example, set s = (1,O.O)'). So a necessary 
condition for the matrix (qjk) to be negative semidefinite is that the manix (yjk) is negative semidefinite. This 
condition is also sufficient, because the matrix ss' - S is negative semidefin~te and the sum of two negative 
semidefinite matrices is negative semidefinite. 
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not hold exactly for each firm, so we need to allow for errors. The usual practice 
is to add a random disturbance term to each share equation. There are two ways 
to justify such a stochastic specification. One is optimization errors: firms make 
random errors in choosing their cost-minimizing input combinations. But then 
actual total costs will not be as low as what is indicated in the cost function, because 
there is no room for optimization errors in the derivation of the cost function. The 
other justification for errors is to allow a, in the share equations to be stochastic 
and differ across firms. The intercept in the share equation for j would then be the 
mean of a,, and the error term would be the deviation of aj from its mean. But this 
also means that the a, in the cost function has to be treated as random. 

In either case, therefore, internal consistency would prevent us from adding 
the cost function to the share equations with additive errors to form a system of 
estimation equations. In the rest of this section, we will focus on a system that 
consists entirely of share equations. This, however, means that we can estimate 
only a subset of the cost function parameters. Two parameters, a g  and YQQ,  which 
are absent in factor demands, cannot be estimated. Since the degree of returns to 
scale depends on them (see (4.7.3)), it cannot be estimated either. 

The Nature of Restrictions 
With the additive errors appended, the system of share equations (4.7.7) is written 
out in full as 

This system has fifteen coefficients or parameters. The cross-equation restrictions 
(that the 3 x 3 matrix of log price coefficients, ( y j k ) ,  be symmetric) and the homo- 
geneity restrictions (4.7.10) form a set of eight restrictions, so that the fifteen para- 
meters can be described by seven free parameters. To understand this, it is useful 

1 to decompose the restrictions into the following three groups. 

i 
+a2+a3 = 1, 

y11 + y21 + y31 = 0, 
adding-up restrictions: y l ~  + y 2 ~  + y32 = 0, (4.7.12) 

y13 + y23 + y33 = 09 
YIQ + Y2Q + y3Q = 0. 
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Y11 + Y12 + Y13 = 0, 
homogeneity: y21 + y22 + Y23 = 0, 

y31 + y32 + y33 = 0, 

Chapter 4 

(4.7.13) 

These are eleven equations, but only eight of them are restrictive: given the adding- 
up restrictions, one of the three homogeneity restrictions is implied by the two 
others, and given the adding-up and homogeneity restrictions, two of the three 
symmetry restrictions are implied by the other (you should verify this). 

Multivariate Regression Subject to Cross-Equation Restrictions 
It is straightforward to impose the homogeneity restrictions, (4.7.13), because they 
are not cross-equation restrictions. We can eliminate three parameters, say ( ~ ~ 3 ,  
Y23, y33), from the system to obtain 

The system (with or without the imposition of homogeneity) has the special 
feature that the sum of the dependent variables, (sl,  s2, s3), adds up to unity for all 
observations. This feature and the adding-up restrictions imply that the sum of the 
error terms, ( E ~ ,  ~ 2 ,  E ~ ) ,  is zero for all observations, so the 3 x 3 error covariance 
matrix, I; - Var(El, ~ 2 ,  E ~ ) ,  is singular. Recall that, in the multivariate regression 
model (which is the special case of the SUR model described in Proposition 4.6), 
the S matrix defined in (4.1.11) can be written as a Kronecker product: S = Z: @ 

E(xixi). Thus S becomes singular, in violation of Assumption 4.5. The common 
practice to deal with this singularity problem is to drop one equation from the 
system and estimate the system composed of the remaining equations (see below 
for more on this issue). The coefficients in the equation that was dropped can be 
calculated from the coefficient estimates for the included two equations by using 
the adding-up restrictions. The adding-up restrictions as well as homogeneity are 
thus incorporated. 

As mentioned above, given the adding-up restrictions and homogeneity, there 

is effectively only one symmetry restriction. For example, if (yl3, Y23, y33) are 
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eliminated from the system to incorporate homogeneity, as in (4.7.15), and if the 
third equation is dropped to incorporate the adding-up restrictions, then the unique 
symmetry restriction can be stated as yl2 = y21. If this cross-equation restriction 
is imposed, the system becomes 

Since the regressors are predetermined and since the equations have common 
regressors, the system can be estimated by the multivariate regression subject to 
the cross-equation restriction of symmetry. This constrained estimation, if it is cast 
in the "common coefficient" format explored in Section 4.6, can be transformed 
into an unconstrained estimation. That is, the system (4.7.16) can be written in the 
"common coefficient" format of yi = ZiS + ~i (see (4.6.1') on page 292), if we 
set (while still dropping the "i" subscript from sl, s2, log(pl/p3), log(p2/p3), and 

So the multivariate regression subject to symmetry is equivalent to the (uncon- 
strained) random-effects estimation. 

This random-effects estimation of the two-equation system produces consistent 
estimates of the following seven parameters: 

The rest of the fifteen share equation parameters, 

can be calculated using the adding-up restrictions (4.7.12), homogeneity (4.7.13), 
and symmetry (4..7.14). For example, y33 can be calculated as 
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So the point estimate of y33 is given by 

where (Tll, pl2, 722) are the random-effects estimates. The standard error of 733 

can be calculated by applying the "delta method" (see Lemma 2.5) to the consistent 
estimate of Avar(pl l ,  p12, 722) obtained from the random-effects estimation. 

Which Equation to Delete? 
Does it matter which equation is to be dropped from the system? It clearly would 
not if there were no cross-equation restrictions, because the multivariate regression 
is numerically equivalent to the equation-by-equation OLS. To see if the numerical 

invariance holds under the cross-equation restriction, let Z * be the 2 x 2 matrix of 
error covariances for the two-equation system obtained from dropping one equation 

from the three-equation system (4.7.15). It is the appropriate submatrix of the 
3 x 3 error covariance matrix Z. (For example, if the third equation is dropped, 
then Z * is the leading 2 x 2 submatrix of the 3 x 3 matrix Z .) To implement the 

random-effects estimation, we need a consistent estimate, %*, of X*. Two ways 
for obtaining %* are: 

(equation-by-equation OLS) Estimate the two equations separately, thus ignor- 
ing the cross-equation restriction, and then use the residuals to calculate g*. 
Equivalently, estimate the three equations separately by OLS, use the three- 
equation residuals to calculate % (an estimate of the 3 x 3 error covariance matrix 

Z), and then extract the appropriate submatrix from %. If %* is thus obtained, 
then (as you will verify in the empirical exercise) the numerical invariance is 
guaranteed; it does not matter which equation to drop. 

Obtain %* from some technique that exploits the cross-equation restriction (such 

as the pooled OLS applied to the common coefficient format). The numerical 
invariance in this case is not guaranteed. 

The numerical invariance holds under equation-by-equation OLS, because the 3 x 3 
matrix %, from which E* is derived, is singular in finite samples. In large samples, 
as long as E* is consistent, and even if Z* is not from equation-by-equation OLS, 

this relationship between %* and 5 holds asymptotically because C is singular. So 
the invariance holds asymptotically if %* is consistent. In particular, the asymptotic 

variance of parameter estimates does not depend on the choice of equation to drop. 
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Results 
Nerlove's study examined in Chapter 1 was based on 1955 cross-section data for 
U.S. electric utility companies. Christensen and Greene (1976) updated Nerlove's 
data to 1970 for 99 firms, using data sources that allowed them to construct better 
measures of the wage rate and fuel prices (see their Section V for more details). 
Their data set includes information on factor shares, so the share equations can be 
estimated. The means and standard deviations for some of the variables in the data 
are reported in Table 4.3, which shows that fuel accounts for a very large share of 
the cost of electricity generation. 

We use the equation-by-equation OLS residuals to calculate z*, so that the 
random-effects estimates are numerically invariant to the choice of equation to 
drop. The estimates are reported in Table 4.4, along with 2 derived from the 
equation-by-equation OLS. The factor input index j is 1 for labor, 2 for capital, and 
3 for fuel. Some (actually all) of the diagonal elements of the matrix of estimated 
price coefficients, (Ck), are positive. So the matrix is not negative semidefinite, in 
violation of concavity.13 

Even if (Ek) is not negative semidefinite, the associated substitution elastici- 
ties given in the formula (4.7.9) may be negative semidefinite. Since the formula 
is derived assuming no optimization errors, fitted cost shares, rather than actual 
cost shares, should be used for the sj and sk in the formula. The elasticities av- 
eraged over firms are shown in Table 4.5. (They are the off-diagonal elements of 
the symmetric 3 x 3 substitution elasticity matrix thus calculated.) The three fac- 
tor inputs are substitutes because the substitution elasticities are positive, but the 
degree of substitutability is far less than what is assumed in the log-linear technol- 
ogy. Concavity is violated even in the "relevant range": for 20 firms out of the 99 
in the sample, the matrix of substitution elasticities is not negative semidefinite. 
Monotonicity, in contrast, is satisfied in the relevant range: fitted cost shares are 
nonnegative for all inputs for all firms in the sample. 

l3I'his "test" of concavity can be formalized. Using the delta method, we can calculate the asymptotic distri- 
bution of the characteristic roots of (p jk ) .  The null hypothesis of concavity is that those characteristic roots are 
all nonpositive. 
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Table 4.3: Simple Statistics (Sample Size = 99) 

Output in Labor Capital Fuel 
kilowatt hours share share share 

Mean 9.0 0.141 0.227 0.631 
Std. deviation 10.3 0.059 0.062 0.095 

Table 4.4: Random-Effects Estimates 

Point Standard 
Parameter t -value 

estimate error 

A 

0.00173 -0.000171 -0.00156 
X by pooled OLS = -0.000171 0.00253 -0.00236 

-0.00156 -0.00236 0.00391 I 
Table 4.5: Substitution Elasticities 

Labor-Capital Capital-Fuel Labor-Fuel 
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Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E V I E W  

1. Derive (4.7.6). Verify that the symmetry of (yjk) is used in the derivation. 

2. Derive the homogeneity restrictions (4.7.10). Hint: For the translog cost func- 

tion (4.7.1) to be homogeneous of degree one in factor prices, it is necessary 

and sufficient that, for any scalar A # 0, 

3. (Counting restrictions) Using the adding-up restrictions (4.7.12), two of the 
three equations in (4.7.13), and one of the three equations in (4.7.14), derive 
the other two equations in (4.7.14). 

4. (OLS respects singularity) Consider applying the equation-by-equation OLS 
to each of the three equations in (4.7.15). Show that the equation-by-equation 
OLS estimates of the coefficients satisfy the adding-up restrictions. Show that 
the 3 x 3 error covariance matrix calculated from the equation-by-equation 
OLS residuals is singular. Hint: Let yl,  y2, y3 be n-dimensional vectors of 

the three dependent variables (where n is the sample size), and let X be the 

n x K data matrix of the common K regressors ( K  = 4 in (4.7.15)). Note 

that yl + y2 + y3 = 0. The equation-by-equation OLS coefficient estimates are 

(x'x)-'xfyj, j = 1,2 ,  3. The three n x 1 residual vectors are Myj, j = 1, 2,3,  
where M - I, - x(x'x)-'XI. 
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P R O B L E M  S E T  FOR C H A P T E R  4 

A N A L Y T I C A L  E X E R C I S E S  

1. (Data matrix representation of 3SLS) In the 3SLS model, the set of instru- 
ments is the same across equations. Let K be the number of common instru- 
ments. Define: 

Y = 
(Mnx 1) 

YM Ynm 

E = 
(Mn x 1) 

Enm 

Show the following: 

Assumption 4.1 becomes y = Z6 + E, 

i3SLS = [z'(%-' 4 P)z]- '~ '(5- '  4 P)y, where P = x(x'x)-'x', 

-77- 
Avar(63sLs) = n . [z'(%-' 4 P)z]-', 
A A 

Amh in (4.5.13) becomes Amh = ~ Z L P Z ~ ,  

fmh in (4.5.14) becomes fmh = dz;pyh 
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Hint: 

Use formulas (A.l l) and (A.13)-(A.15) of Appendix A. 

2. (Data matrix representation of SUR, RE, and Pooled OLS) 

(a) Prove that (4.5.13) reduces to (4.5.13') (on page 280) and (4.5.14) to 
(4.5.14'), under the SUR assumption (4.5.18). Hint: If P = x(XIX)-'XI, 

A 1 I then Amh = ,ZmPZh, Zmh = iz;pyh. PZ, = Z, if the columns of Z, 
are taken from the columns of X. 

(b) Show that, for SUR, 

the estimator = [ ~ ' ( g - l  4 I , ) z ] - ' z ' (~ -~  4 In)y, 

its A= = n . [zl(Z-l 4 I,)ZI-l. 

(c) Suppose, just for this part of the question, that zi, = xi for all m. So 
Z = IM 4 X. Show that SUR reduces to the multivariate regression 

estimator 

Verify that the m-th K-dimensional block of this M K-dimensional vector 
is (XIX)-'X'y,. 

Now redefine Z as 

z G 
(MnxL) [ 1 l ]  

ZM 

So Assumption 4.1' (linear equations with common coefficients) can be written 
as y = Z6 + E, where y and E are as in Analytical Exercise 1 and 6 is the 
L-dimensional vector of common coefficients. 

(d) Show that, for the random-effects estimator, the same formulas you derived 
in (b) for SUR hold with Z as just redefined as in (*). Hint: The estima- 

tor is given in (4.6.8) and its Avar is in (4.6.10). Use formula (A.8) of the 

Appendix. 
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(e) Show that 

(f) In the Mn x L matrix Z defined in (*), its rows are ordered first by the 
equation (m) and then by observation (i). Now order the rows first by 
observation (i), which amounts to redefining Z as 

z - 
(Mn x L) 1111 j 

zn 

where Z; (i = I ,  2, . . . , n) is the M x L matrix defined in (4.6.15). Reorder 
rows of y and E similarly: 

How would the formulas for RE and pooled OLS you derived in (d) and (e) 
change? Hint: Just replace "2 8 In" by "I, 8 %". Set M = 2 if you find the 

translation too hard. 

3. (GLS interpretation of SUR and RE) The SUR model consists of Assumptions 
4.1- 4.5, 4.7, and (4.5.18) (that xi = union of (zil, . . . , ziM)). Specialize the 
model by strengthening Assumption 4.3 (orthogonality conditions) as 

and Assumption 4.2 (ergodic stationarity) as stating that 

(a) (Easy) Explain why these are stronger assumptions. 

(b) Let E (Mn x 1) and Z (Mn x Ern L,) be as in Analytical Exercise 1 above. 
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Show that the specialized model implies 

E(E I Z ) = 0  and E ( E E ' I Z ) = E @ I , .  

Hint: For the first, what needs to be shown is E(,zirn I Z) = 0. For the latter, 

the (m, h) block of E(EE' 1 Z) is E(em E;, I Z), an n x n matrix. What needs 
to be shown is that this matrix is arnhI,. 

(c) (Finite-sample properties of SUR) Suppose E is known so that the consis- 
tent estimates Srnh in the SUR formulas in Proposition 4.6 can be equated 
with the true value amh.  

(i) Verify that the model satisfies the GLS assumptions of Section 1.6 
(which are Assumptions 1.1-1.3 and (1.6.1)) with a sample size of Mn. 

(ii) Verify that the SUR estimator is the GLS estimator. Hint: The X in 

Section 1.6 is Z here. Show that a2 V there is E €31,. Use your answer 

to 2(b). 

(iii) Verify that SUR is unbiased in finite samples in that E ( ~ S U R  - 8 1 Z) = 
0. 

(iv) The expression for var(isuR I Z) is given in Proposition 1.7 of Section 
1.6. Show that 

~ v a r ( i ~ u R )  = plim n . ~ a r ( i s m  I Z). 
n + c c  

Hint: With E ( E ~ '  ( Z) = E €3 I,, the matrix ~ a r ( i s u ~  I Z) is the inverse 

of a matrix whose (m, h) block is arnhz',zh. ZkZh = xi zimzih. 

(d) (Finite-sample properties of RE) Now impose on the model the condition 
that the coefficient vector is the same across equations so that Z is as in (*) 
of Analytical Exercise 2. As in (c), suppose X is known so that the con- 
sistent estimates Smh in the RE formulas in Proposition 4.7 can be equated 
with the true value a m h .  

(i) Verify that this model with common coefficients satisfies the GLS 
assumptions of Section 1.6. In particular, Assumption 1.1 can be writ- 
ten as y = Z8 + E, where y and E are as in Analytical Exercise 2. 

(ii) Verify that the random-effects estimator is the GLS estimator. 

(iii) Verify that the random-effects estimator is unbiased in finite samples. 
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(iv) Show that 

Avar(&) = plim n . ~ a r ( i m  1 Z) . 
n-+w 

Hint: ~ a r ( & ~  I Z) is the inverse of Em Ch amhZ;zh. 

4. (Standard errors from equation-by-equation vs. multiple-equation GMM) We 
have shown in Section 4.4 that the Avar of the efficient equation-by-equation 
GMM estimator is no less (in matrix sense) than the Avar of the efficient 
multiple-equation GMM estimators. In this exercise we show that the same 
holds for A=. ~ e t  g and S, be as in (4.3.2) and (4.2.2), respectively. 

(a) (Trivial) Verify that, under appropriate assumptions, (S~~~- 'S , , ) - '  is con- 
sistent for the asymptotic variance of the efficient multiple-equation GMM 
estimator. What are those appropriate assumptions? 

(b) Let 8, be the efficient single-equation GMM estimator of 6, and 8 be the 
stacked vector formed from (81, . . . , j M ) .  8 is the efficient equation-by- 
equation GMM estimator of 6. Show that AVX(~,) is consistently esti- 
mated by 

where 

(c) Verify that (*) is the (m, m)  block of 

where @ is the block diagonal matrix whose m-th diagonal block is @,,. I 

(d) Proposition 3.5 is an algebraic result applicable not just to population 
moments, so it implies that 

Taking this for granted, show the following: If the same residuals are used 
to calculate @ for the equation-by-equation GMM and g for the multiple- 
equation GMM, then, for each coefficient, the standard error from the 
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efficient multiple-equation GMM is no larger than that from the efficient 
equation-by-equation GMM. Hint: The standard errors are the square 

roots of the diagonal elements of the estimated asymptotic variance divided 

by the sample size. 

(e) Does the result you proved in (d) hold true if the model is misspecified in 
any way? Hint: What you have proved is an algebraic result. 

(f) Go through steps (a)-(d) for the FIVE and equation-by-equation 2SLS. 
Hint: It's just a matter of redefining sand the rn-th diagonal block, Ern,, of 

E. The Ern, for 2SLS is the inverse of 

and the for FIVE is (4.5.3). 

5. (Identification and cross-equation restrictions) Consider the wage equation 
for 1969 and 1980: 

The orthogonality conditions are E ( E ~ ~ )  = 0, E(&i2) = 0, E(MEDi E ~ , )  = 0, 
E(MEDi ~ ~ 2 )  = 0. Assume we have a random sample on (LW69, LW80, S69, 
S80, IQ, MED). 

(a) Is the LW69 equation identified in isolation? Hint: Check the order condi- 

tion for identification for the LW69 equation. 

(b) Write the four orthogonality conditions in terms of (Po, B1, 82) as a sys- 
tem of equations linear in B's. How many equations are there? State the 
rank condition for identification in terms of relevant cross moments. (This 
example shows that even if each equation of the system is not identified in 
isolation, the system can be identified thanks to the cross-equation restric- 
tion that B's are the same across equations.) 

(c) Show that the system cannot be identified if IQ and MED are uncorrelated. 

6. (Optional) Prove Proposition 4.1. Hint: Generalize the proof of Proposition 

3.2. 
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7. (Numerical equivalence of 2SLS and 3SLS) In the system of equations yim = 

zirnSm + &irn (i = 1, . . . , n; m = 1, . . . , M), suppose all equations share the 
same set of instruments (so xi, = xi). (In what follows, assume all the condi- 
tions for the 3SLS estimator are satisfied.) 

(a) When each equation has the same RHS variables (so zim = zi), the 2SLS 
and 3SLS estimators are numerically the same. Prove this. Hint: Let B - 
xi xizj. The 3SLS estimator is (4.2.3) with S, = IM 8 B, @ = %-' 8 

S&! where S,, = A xi xixI  

(b) If the errors are not conditionally homoskedastic, does (a) remain true for 
the single-equation and multiple-equation GMM estimators? Hint: The 

answer is no. Why? Can you write sP1 as a Kronecker product without 

conditional homoskedasticy? 

8. (SUR is more than assuming predetermined regressors in each equation) Con- 
sider estimating a system of M equations: Yim = zim Sm + Eirn (i = 1, . . . , n; 

m = 1, . . . , M). The orthogonality conditions are E(zirn . &im) = 0 (m = 
1,2 ,  . . . , M). 

(a) Does the efficient multiple-equation GMM estimator i(s- ') reduce to the 
equation-by-equation OLS? Does your conclusion change if the errors are 
conditionally homoskedastic? Hint: What's the size of S,,? g? 

(b) Explain why the efficient GMM you derived in (a) under conditional homo- 
skedasticity differs from SUR. Hint: The difference is in the orthogonality 

conditions. 

9. (Optional, peril of joint estimation) Taken from Greene (1997, p. 706). Con- 
sider the two-equation SUR model: 

For simplicity, assume that E(E;), E(&il &i2), and E(E;~) are known. Now sup- 
pose you apply SUR, but erroneously omit xi3 from the second equation. What 
effect does this have dn the consistency of the estimator of PI?  Hint: Let xl ,  

x2, x3, y1, y2, e l ,  and ~2 be n-dimensional vectors of respective variables and 
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= [ a ]  B = [ill, n = [ E(~i2  E ~ I  E(&i I ~ i 2 )  
E(&i22) 

(So, for example, ?Z is 2n x 2 and is 2 x 1.) Show that: 

(a) The two-equation system can be written as y = Xp + - d + E .  

(b) The SUR estimator of when xi3 is inadvertently left out is 

(c) Use formulas (A.6) and (A.7) of the Appendix to show 

where 

(d) Argue that plim b = 0. Is plim a = O? 

10. (Optional, adding just-identified equations does not increase efficiency) Con- 
sider the 3SLS two-equation model where the second equation is just identified 

* 
(so L2 = K). Let 81,3SLS be the 3SLS estimator of the coefficients of the first 
equation and $ 1 , 2 S ~ S  be the 2SLS estimator of the same coefficients. 

(a) Write down ~ v a r ( $ l , ~ ~ ~ ~ )  in terms of a l l  and A l l ,  which is defined in 
(4.5.16). 
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(b) Show that ~ v a r ( i ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ )  = ~ v a r ( i ~ , 2 ~ ~ ~ ) .  Hint: Use the partitioned inverse 
formula (see formula (A.lO) of the Appendix) to write the upper-left (L1 x L1) 
block of ~ v a r ( i 1 , ~ ~ ~ ~ )  as G-' where 

But by (4.5.16), 

~ 1 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 1  

= E(Z~~X:)[E(X~X:)]-' E(xizi2) 

[E(zi2x;) [E(xix;)]-' E(x~z;~)]- '  E(zi2x;) [E(xix;)]-' E(xiz:') 

= E(Z~~X~)[E(X~X~)] - '  E(xiz:,) (since #zi2 (= L2) = #xi (= K)) 

= All.  

,12 . ,21 
(since uI1 - ( u22 ) = l /ull) .  

1 1 . (Linear combinations of orthogonality conditions) For the multiple-equation 
model of Proposition 4.7, derive the efficient GMM estimator that exploits the 
following orthogonality conditions: 

Hint: The sample analogue of the left-hand side the orthogonality conditions is 

There are as many orthogonality conditions as there are coefficients. The effi- 

cient GMM estimator is the IV estimator that solves &(8) = 0. 
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E M P I R I C A L  E X E R C I S E S  

In data file GREENE.ASC, data are provided on the following variables. 

Column 1 : firm ID in Nerlove's 1955 sample 
Column 2: costs in 1970 in millions of dollars 
Column 3: output in millions of kilowatt hours 
Column 4: price of labor 
Column 5: price of capital 
Column 6: price of fuel 
Column 7: labor's cost share 
Column 8: capital's cost share 

The sample has 99 observations. Fuel's cost share can be calculated as one minus 
the sum of labor and capital cost shares. These data were used in Christensen and 
Greene (1976). 

In the text, the third equation (for fuel share) of the system was dropped in 
the random-effects estimation. To verify the numerical invariance, drop the second 
equation (for capital share) and eliminate (y12, y22, Y ~ ~ )  when imposing homogen- 
eity. This produces the two-equation system: 

sl = a1 + Yll log(pl /p2) + Yi3 log(ps/p2) + y l ~  log(Q) + ~1 (labor share), 

$3 = a3 + ~ 3 1  log(pi l~2)  + ~ 3 3  log(p3/pd + Y3Q log(Q) + ~3 (fuel share). 

Call this the unconstrained system. The constrained system imposes symmetry 
y13 = ~ 3 1  on the unconstrained system. 

(a) Verify that the simple statistics of the sample shown in the text can be dupli- 
cated. 

(b) (Numerical invariance) Apply the random-effects estimation (i.e., the multi- 
variate regression subject to the cross-equation restriction) to the constrained 
system. Can you duplicate the coefficient estimates in the text? You should 
first apply equation-by-equation OLS to the unconstrained system to calculate 
-* 
73 . (Note on computation: Programming joint estimation is much easier with 
canned programs such as TSP and RATS. However, those canned programs 
will not print out Sargan7s statistic for the SUR.) 

Gauss Tip: The random-effects estimator could be calculated by operating 
on data matrices, but we recommend the use of do loops. Use (4.6.8') on 
page 293. 
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RATS Tip: Use the NLSYS proc, which is designed for handling nonlinear 
equations but which can be used for linear equations. It can also be used for 
calculating g*, as done in the following codes: 

* Estimation with capital share equation dropped 
* Define parameters 
nonlin a1 af gll glf gfl gff gly gfy 

* Define two eq. system 
frml labor sl = al+gll*log(pl/pk)+glf*log(pf/pk) 

+gly*log (kwh) 

frml fuel sf = af +gf l*log (pl/pk) +gf f *log (pf/pk) 

+gfy*log (kwh) 

* Set starting values for the parameters 
compute al=af=gll=glf=gfl=gff=gfy=0 

* Now do multivariate regression w/o cross-eq. 
* restriction 
nlsystem(outsigma=sigmahat) / labor fuel 

Here, s igmahat is the 2 x 2 matrix $*. The random-effects estimation 
using this $* is done by the following codes. 

* Now impose cross-eq. restriction on fuel share 
* eq. (set gfl=glf) 
* Define parameters. 
nonlin a1 af gll glf gff gly gfy 

* Impose symmetry. 
frml fuelb sf = af+glf*log(pl/pk)+gff*log(pf/pk) 

+gfy*log (kwh) 

* Multivariate regression with covariance matrix 
* calculated from equation-by-equation OLS 
* residuals 
nlsystem(isigma=sigmahat) / labor fuelb 

TSP Tip: An example of TSP codes that accomplish the same thing as the 
RATS codes above is: 

? Estimate the system with capital equation 

? dropped. 

frml labor sl=al+gll*log(pl/pk)+glf*log(pf/pk) 

+gly*log (kwh) ; 
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frml fuel sf=af+gfl*log(pl/pk)+gff*log(pf/pk) 

+gfyxlog(kwh); 

? Set parameter values to zero. 

param a1 af gll glf gfl gff gly gfy; 

? Multivariate regression without symmetry 

sur labor fuel; 

? Estimate error covariance matrix from residuals 

mform sigmahat=@covu; 

? 

? Do multivariate regression with cross-equation 

? restriction. 

? Impose symmetry. 

frml fuel sf=af+glf*log(pl/pk)+gff*log(pf/pk) 

+gfy*log (kwh) ; 

? Multivariate regression subject to symmetry 

lsq(maxitw=0,wname=sigmahat) labor fuel; 

This gives the random-effects estimate of the seven free parameters, 

As explained in the text, use the adding-up, homogeneity, and symmetry 
restrictions to calculate the point estimates and their standard errors of the 
remaining eight parameters. The TSP command ANALYZ should be useful 
here. 

(c) (Optional, for Gauss users) Calculate Sargan's statistic. Hint: Use the for- 

mula in Proposition 4.7. The xi vector should be: a constant, log(pl/pz), 
log(p3/p2), log(Q). For g*, use the one obtained from the unconstrained 

1 system. s,, = x:=, yi @I xi and S,, = x:=, Zi @I xi. The statistic should 

be 0.6331 3 with a p-value of 0.42621. 

(d) (Testing symmetry) Given that Sargan's statistic is 0.63313, perform the fol- 
lowing hypothesis testing. Take the maintained hypothesis to be the uncon- 
strained system. The null hypothesis is the symmetry restriction that yl3 = y3,. 
Hint: By Proposition 3.8, the difference in the Sargan statistics with and with- 

out symmetry is asymptotically chi-squared. What is Sargan's statistic for the 

unconstrained system? 

(e) (Wald test of symmetry) Test the same null hypothesis by the Wald principle. 
So you test the symmetry restriction in the unconstrained system. Verify that 
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the test statistic is numerically equal to Sargan's statistic for the constrained 
system you estimated in (b). 

TSP Tip: Just insert the line 

analyz wald wald=glf-gfl; 

right after the codes for the unconstrained estimation. 

(f) Using the parameter estimates you obtained in (b), calculate the elasticity of 
substitution between labor and capital averaged over the 99 firms. Can you 
duplicate the result in the text? 

A N S W E R S  T O  S E L E C T E D  Q U E S T I O N S  

A N A L Y T I C A L  E X E R C I S E S  

3b. E(E~, I Z) 

= E(E~, I zll,  . . . , Z ~ M ,  ~ 2 1 ,  . . . Z ~ M ,  . . . , zn1, . . . , Z,M) (by definition of Z) I 
= E(Eim I zil, . . . , ziM) (by the i.i.d. assumption) 

= 0 (by the strengthened orthogonality conditions). 

The (i, j )  element of the n x n matrix E(E,E; I Z) is E(E~, ~ , h  I Z). By the I 
i.i.d. assumption, this is zero for j # i .  For j = i, 

E(&im Eih I Z) 

= E(Eim Eih I Z l l ,  . - .  9 Z I M ~  Z21r . . . Z2M9 . - - Zn1, . . . , Z ~ M )  

= E(cirn cih I z i l ,  . . . , ziM) (by the i.i.d. assumption). 

Since xi, = xi and xi is the union of (zil, . . . , ziM) in the SUR model, the con- 
ditional homoskedasticity assumption, Assumption 4.7, states that E(&irn&ih I 
Zil, ..., Z~M) = Omh. 

5b. 

1 E (S69) E(LW69) 
1 E (S80) 

E(MED) E(S69 . MED) E(IQ. MED) E(LW69 . MED) 
E(MED) E(S80. MED) E(IQ. MED) E(LW80 . MED) 
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The condition for the system to be identified is that the 4 x 3 coefficient matrix 
is of full column rank. 

5c. If IQ and MED are uncorrelated, then E(IQ.  MED) = E(IQ) . E(MED) and the 
third column of the coefficient matrix is E(IQ) times the first column. So the 
matrix cannot be of full column rank. 

where 

AS usual, under Assumption 4.1 and 4.2,  (1) +, a m h  (E E(Eim E i h ) ) .  

For ( 4 ) ,  by Assumption 4.2 and the assumption that E(zimzih)  is finite, Ci . 
zimzjh converges in probability to a (finite) matrix. So ( 4 )  +, 0. 

Regarding (2 ) ,  by Cauchy-Schwartz, 

where zi,j is the j-th element of z; , .  So E(zim - & i h )  is finite and ( 2 )  +, 0 
because 6, - 6, +, 0. Similarly, ( 3 )  +, 0. 
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